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LUCa Vol.01 2013-11

this book provides a comprehensive overview of the use of pet and spect in not only classic neurodegenerative disorders but also
cerebrovascular disorders brain tumors epilepsy head trauma coma sleeping disorders and inflammatory and infectious diseases of the
cns the new edition has been revised and updated to reflect recent advances and includes additional chapters for example on the use of
artificial intelligence and machine learning in imaging data analysis the study of brain connectivity using pet and spect images and the
role of pet imaging in modulation of brain functioning by deep brain stimulation the authors are renowned experts whose dedication to
the investigation of neurological disorders through nuclear medicine technology has achieved international recognition most chapters
are written jointly by a clinical neurologist and a nuclear medicine specialist to ensure a multidisciplinary approach this state of the
art compendium will be invaluable for neurologists and radiologists nuclear medicine specialists and will also be informative for
interested general practitioners and geriatricians companion volumes on pet and spect in psychiatry and in neurobiological systems
complete a trilogy

PET and SPECT in Neurology 2020-10-20

the war between italy and the ottoman empire for possession of cyrenaica and tripolitania was a crucial event both for italian
domestic and foreign policy and for the contemporary european balance of power for italian society the libyan conflict was in many
ways a dress rehearsal for the first world war the propaganda campaign for the occupation of libya orchestrated around the myth of
the grande italia and the grande proletaria had an important impact on the italian political system even more than the military
operations testing its stability and leading to violent debate not only between the parties but also inside the parties themselves the
essays brought together in this book illustrate the attitude of the political forces that were the main supporters of the italian
intervention in libya and the international context in which the war between italy and the ottoman empire came about using new sources
or re reading the sources already known with the insight gained from the passage of a hundred years the authors reflect on a conflict
that had profound repercussions for italian and european politics and contributed to ending the belle �poque raising in the minds of both
the italian and european public the specter of a new war in europe

The Libyan War 1911-1912 2014-07-24

this book comprehensively reviews the role of cancer stem cells cscs in cancer initiation progression and resistance to anticancer
therapies the initial chapters examine the methods and procedure of the detection isolation and characterization of cscs it also



introduces various epigenetic pathways that contribute to cancer initiation and tumorigenesis particularly regarding the maintenance
and survival of cscs it also explores the role of cscs metabolism and the mechanisms of metabolic plasticity of cscs in cancer biology
further it also presents the implications of cscs on the origin of tumor heterogeneity and on heterogeneity of the therapeutic response
towards the end this book highlights the different immunotherapeutic approaches targeting cscs with the potential of strongly
improving cancer outcomes this book offers a broad framework to scientists and clinicians into the state of the art knowledge on
cancer stem cell biology and highlights their therapeutic implications

Cancer Stem Cells: Basic Concept and Therapeutic Implications 2023-07-26

mobility and travel have always been key characteristics of human societies having various cultural social and religious aims and
purposes travels shaped religions and societies and were a way for people to understand themselves this world and the transcendent
this book analyses travelling in its social context in ancient and medieval societies why did people travel how did they travel and what
kind of communal networks and negotiations were inherent in their travels travel was not only the privilege of the wealthy or the male
but people from all social groups genders and physical abilities travelled their reasons to travel varied from profane to sacred but
often these two were intermingled in the reasons for travelling the chapters cover a long chronology from antiquity to the end of the
middle ages offering the reader insights into the developments and continuities of travel and pilgrimage as a phenomenon of vital
importance

Travel, Pilgrimage and Social Interaction from Antiquity to the Middle Ages 2019-10-10

examines how socioeconomic relations between judaean elites and non elites changed as palestine became part of the roman empire

Class and Power in Roman Palestine 2019-10-03

this book explores the lived experience of cultural entrepreneurship examining the challenges associated with cultural labour including
the insecurities of managing precarious working conditions drawing on interviews conducted with cultural workers cultural
entrepreneurship focuses on how individuals articulate their experience of entrepreneurship in the cultural and creative industries noting
the importance of place the local cultural milieu is examined as a means of situating entrepreneurial practices through cultural and
enterprise policies local networks and significant relationships within this framework the cultural entrepreneurs stories reveal means of
subverting or re interpreting identities and the possibility for rethinking cultural entrepreneurship aimed at researchers academics and



students investigating cultural entrepreneurship cultural policy and cultural labour cultural entrepreneurship will additionally be
of value to creative industry consultants cultural policymakers and those setting up creative enterprises researchers from fields such
as geography investigating different aspects of the cultural industries in relation to cultural policy and place will also find this book
to be a useful contribution

Cultural Entrepreneurship 2017-10-31

ethics politics and justice in dante presents new research by international scholars on the themes of ethics politics and justice in the
works of dante alighieri including chapters on dante s modern afterlife together the chapters explore how dante s writings engage with
the contemporary culture of medieval florence and italy and how and why his political and moral thought still speaks compellingly to
modern readers the collection s contributors range across different disciplines and scholarly traditions history philology classical
reception philosophy theology to scrutinise dante s divine comedy and his other works in italian and latin offering a multi faceted
approach to the evolution of dante s political ethical and legal thought throughout his writing career certain chapters focus on his
early philosophical convivio and on the accomplished latin eclogues of his final years while others tackle knotty themes relating to
judgement justice rhetoric and literary ethics in his divine comedy from hell to paradise the closing chapters discuss different modalities
of the public reception and use of dante s work in both italy and britain bringing the volume s emphasis on morality political philosophy
and social justice into the modern age of the nineteenth twentieth and twenty first centuries

Ethics, Politics and Justice in Dante 2019-06-27

industrial production and consumption patterns rely heavily on the intensive use of both renewable and non renewable resources and the
consequences for the environment can be serious following a long period of time where the profit incentives of firms have prevailed over
preservation of the environment and the world s natural resources a new consensus has emerged concerning the need to regulate firm
behaviour aimed at ensuring the sustainability of the economic system in the long run this book offers an exhaustive overview of current
economic debate about these topics taking modern oligopoly theory as a benchmark the first part of the book covers static models
dealing with incentives for green research and development pigovian taxation cartels environmental quality and international trade as
well as the role of corporate social responsibility public firms and consumer environmental awareness as endogenous regulatory
instruments then the author moves on to examine the role of time while drawing from optimal control and differential game theory this
opens the way to the discussion of fair discount rates to ensure the welfare of future generations as well as the long run
sustainability of production and consumption patterns



Oligopoly, the Environment and Natural Resources 2013-08-21
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the world s most popular sport soccer is a global and cultural phenomenon the television audience for the 2010 world cup included
nearly half of the world s population with viewers in nearly every country as a reflection of soccer s significance the sport impacts
countless aspects of the world s culture from politics and religion to business and the arts in the world through soccer the cultural
impact of a global sport tamir bar on utilizes soccer to provide insights into worldwide politics religion ethics marketing business
leadership philosophy and the arts bar on examines the ways in which soccer influences and reflects these aspects of society and vice
versa each chapter features representative players providing specific examples of how soccer comments on and informs our lives these
players selected from a wide array of eras countries and backgrounds include diego maradona pel� hugo s�nchez cha bum kun roger milla
jos� luis chilavert zinedine zidane paolo maldini cristiano ronaldo xavi neymar clint dempsey mia hamm and many others employing a unique
lens to view a variety of topics the world through soccer reveals the sport s profound cultural impact combining philosophical
popular and academic insights about our world this book is aimed at both soccer fans and academics offering readers a new perspective
into a sport that affects millions

The World through Soccer 2014-05-07

this volume examines the concept of word as a phonological unit and as an item with both meaning and grammatical function the
chapters explore how this concept can be applied to a range of typologically diverse languages from lao and hmong in southeast asia
to yidi� in northern australia and murui in the amazonian jungle

Phonological Word and Grammatical Word 2020-11-05

since the 1980s transitional justice mechanisms have been increasingly applied to account for mass atrocities and grave human rights
violations throughout the world over time post conflict justice practices have expanded across continents and state borders and
have fueled the creation of new ideas that go beyond traditional notions of amnesty retribution and reconciliation gathering work from



contributors in international law political science sociology and history new critical spaces in transitional justice addresses issues of
space and time in transitional justice studies it explains new trends in responses to post conflict and post authoritarian nations and
offers original empirical research to help define the field for the future

New Critical Spaces in Transitional Justice 2019-01-10

value added tax vat is a mainstay of revenue systems in more than 160 countries because consumption is a more stable revenue base
than other tax bases vat is less distorting and hence more likely to encourage investment savings optimum labor supply decisions and
growth vat is not without criticism however and faces its own specific technical and policy challenges this book the first to
thoroughly evaluate vat from a global policy perspective after over 50 years of experience with its intricacies offers authoritative
perspectives on vat s full spectrum from its signal successes to the subtle ways its application can undermine revenue performance and
economic neutrality the contributors leading tax practitioners and academics examine the key policy issues and topics that are
crucially relevant for measuring the success of the tax in the first part of the book including revenue generation and revenue efficiency
single rate versus multiple rates susceptibility to fraud exemptions and exceptions compliance cost for businesses policy and compliance
gaps in revenue collection adjustment rules caused by the transactional nature of the tax transfer pricing issues treatment of
vouchers permanent establishments and holding companies payment of refunds cross border digital transactions and supplies for free or
below cost price the second part offers six country reports on new zealand japan china colombia ethiopia and india to demonstrate the
different ways in which vat operates in a variety of national economies whether a government is contemplating the imposition of a
general consumption tax for the first time or new rules for applying an existing one it is important for policymakers to keep central the
aim to design a tax that realizes optimal efficiency and causes minimal distortions this invaluable book serves as an expert guide to vat
policy development in this area it will be welcomed not only by concerned government officials but also by tax professionals both
lawyers and accountants and academics in tax law

Virtues and Fallacies of VAT: An Evaluation after 50 Years 2021-08-09

the rutgers computer technology law journal now offers its issues in convenient and modern ebook formats for e reader devices apps
pads smartphones and computers this second issue of volume 40 2014 features new articles and student contributions on topics
related to using tech to enhance pro bono work using tech in the law classroom bittorrent copyright trolling taxation of e commerce
and internet sales and cyber insurance and tangible property the issue also includes the annual extensive bibliography in grouped order
with a useful linked index of articles and essays in all the academic journals related to technology computers the internet and the law
in the new ebook edition quality presentation includes active toc linked notes and index active urls in notes proper digital and bluebook



formatting and inclusion of images and tables from the original print edition

Rutgers Computer & Technology Law Journal: Volume 40, Number 2 - 2014 2014-06-13

this book gathers more than 150 peer reviewed papers presented at the 5th intbau international annual event held in milan italy in july
2017 the book represents an invaluable and up to date international exchange of research case studies and best practice to confront
the challenges of designing places building cultural landscapes and enabling the development of communities the papers investigate
methodologies of representation communication and valorization of historic urban landscapes and cultural heritage monitoring
conservation management cultural issues in heritage assessment placemaking and local identity enhancement as well as reconstruction
of settlements affected by disasters with contributions from leading experts including university researchers professionals and policy
makers the book addresses all who seek to understand and address the challenges faced in the protection and enhancement of the heritage
that has been created

Putting Tradition into Practice: Heritage, Place and Design 2017-07-19

this volume presents the contributions of the 6th international conference on advancements of medicine and health care through
technology meditech 2018 held between 17 20 october 2018 in cluj napoca romania the papers of this proceedings volume present new
developments in health care technology medical devices measurement and instrumentation medical imaging image and signal processing
modeling and simulation molecular bioengineering biomechanics

6th International Conference on Advancements of Medicine and Health Care through
Technology; 17–20 October 2018, Cluj-Napoca, Romania 2019-05-16

on a monetary basis magdala must be considered as one of the most important and active settlements between the 1st century bc and
most of the 3rd century ad on lake kinneret a place of production and trade of supply for military forces certainly in contact with
other trading centres probably located on the mediterranean coast however in a market perspective quite different from our current
experience and even from the semantic content of this word often abused with a semantic extension that does not correspond to the
experience of the ancients its monetary decline started on the early 4th century when the economic and monetary strategies of the
constantinian era shifted the flow of money to other routes especially between the great port cities of the mediterranean the welcome
contribution of callegher s study derives from the new data published which allows us to overcome clich�s and a stereotypical view



of both the archaeological site and the economy of the upper galilee

Coins and Economy in Magdala/Taricheae 2023-08-14

crowd work is a phenomenon of the digital economy as well as the modern it era it provides a great potential for changing the way how
businesses create value as a result organizations increasingly apply crowd work to reach out to their own employees internal crowd
work or individuals outside the company boundaries external crowd work to outsource certain tasks however the individual crowd
workers perspective has been neglected within this new form of digital gainful employment therefore this dissertation addresses the
perception of internal as well as external crowd work and its effects on the individuals well being as main result the dissertation
shows that perceived satisfaction with external crowd work mediates the effects of several perceived task characteristics on
identification with external crowd work these effects are stronger for external crowd workers that can realize greater financial
compensation furthermore the findings illustrate that the influence of the task characteristics on the identification with internal crowd
work is mediated by the employees psychological empowerment

The Future of Digital Labor 2020-01-01

this collection by results of 15th international conference on fracture and damage mechanics 14 16 september 2016 alicante spain
represents results of the latest theoretical computational and experimental research works on fracture damage mechanics structural
integrity and durability of materials and structures from different areas of mechanical engineering and construction

Advances in Fracture and Damage Mechanics XV 2016-09-30

through meticulously researched case studies this book explores the materiality of terracotta sculpture in early modern europe
chapters present a broad geographical perspective showcasing examples of modelling firing painting and gilding of clay in portugal spain
italy germany and the netherlands the volume considers known artworks by celebrated artists such as luca della robbia andrea del
verrocchio filipe hodart or hans reichle in parallel with several lesser studied terracotta sculptures and tin glazed earthenware made
by anonymous artisans this book challenges arbitrary distinctions into the fine art and the applied arts that obscured the image of
artistic production in the early modern world the centrality of clay in the creative processes of artists working with two and three
dimensional artefacts comes to the fore the role of terracotta figures in religious practices as well as processes of material
substitutions or mimesis confirm the medium s significance for european visual and material culture in general this book will be of interest



to scholars working in art history renaissance studies and material culture

The Materiality of Terracotta Sculpture in Early Modern Europe 2023-07-31

first episode of the series this book is different from other children s books since its aim is to get children to make drawings from the
story after each paragraph the adult will be able to guide the child into drawing the story on the opposite page the child is then free to
imagine and recreate the story this book was conceived with the idea of bringing more interactivity between the adult and the child the
adult should stop after each paragraph help the child understand the meaning of the paragraph and finally guide the drawing the child s
imagination will do the rest

Happy Little Luka 2011-08

second episode of the series this book is different from other children s books since its aim is to get children to make drawings from the
story after each paragraph the adult will be able to guide the child into drawing the story on the opposite page the child is then free to
imagine and recreate the story this book was conceived with the idea of bringing more interactivity between the adult and the child the
adult should stop after each paragraph help the child understand the meaning of the paragraph and finally guide the drawing the child s
imagination will do the rest

Happy Little Luka 2 2011-08

is god back reconsidering the new visibility of religion examines the shifting boundary between religion and the public sphere in europe and
the middle east asking what the new visibility of religion means and challenging simplistic notions of living in a post secular age the
chapters explore how religion is contested and renegotiated in the public sphere or rather in different publics and the effects of these
struggles on society state and religion itself whereas religion arguably never went away in the usa the re emergence of public religion is
a european phenomenon is god back provides timely case studies from europe as well as extending to the middle east where fledgling
democracies are struggling to create models of governance that stem from the european secular model but which need to be able to
accommodate a much more public form of religiosity discussions include the new visibility of neo pagan and native faith groups in europe
evangelical christians and church teaching on sexuality in the uk and islamic social movements in the arab world drawing from empirical
and theoretical research on religion and national identity religion and media church state relationships and religion and welfare is god
back is a rich source for students and scholars interested in the changing face of public religion in the modern world including those



studying the sociology of religion social policy and theology

Is God Back? 2015-07-02

collection of selected peer reviewed papers from the 3rd international conference advances in engineering and management adem 2014
september 11 12 2014 drobeta turnu severin romania the 55 papers are grouped as follows chapter 1 advanced materials and
processing technologies chapter 2 engineering decisions and investigations for mechanical engineering chapter 3 environmental engineering
and safety at work chapter 4 navigation and maritime and inland transport systems chapter 5 management and industrial engineering

ESA Bulletin 2011

a comprehensive resource on ionic polymer metal composites ipmcs edited by the leading authority on the subject

Advances in Engineering & Management 2015-06-22

volume 10 examines how the innovative impulses that came from italy were creatively merged with indigenous traditions and how many
national variants of futurism emerged from this fusion ten essays investigate various aspects of italian futurism and its links to
austria georgia france hungary and portugual and in fields such as typography olfaction photography section 2 examines seven
examples of caricatures and satires of futurism in the contemporary press followed by section 3 reporting on the archiv der
avantgarden ada in dresden section 4 communicates bibliographic details of 120 book publications on futurism in the period 2017 2020
including exhibition catalogues conference proceedings and editions

Ionic Polymer Metal Composites (IMPCs) 2016

the volume is a collection of edited papers presented at the 18th international conference on fracture and damage mechanics fdm 2019
which was held in rodos palace hotel rhodes greece the papers cover a wide range of topics related to fracture and damage mechanics
studies on failure analysis fracture mechanics composites micromechanics multiscale modeling as well as probabilistic aspects computer
modeling methods and non linear problems are presented for a wide range of structural materials both monolithic and composite studies
include fatigue corrosion creep dynamic fracture and durability together with damage tolerance aspects selected papers on multiscale
and multifunctional composites have been presented together with works on structural health monitoring remaining life assessment



methodologies and predictive modeling

Annuario 2014-2015 2020-11-23

non c � dubbio gli italiani mentono nella vita pubblica e nel privato la politica su questo � in prima linea ovviamente con berlusconi e
non solo � il sistema delle promesse elettorali ma anche la messa in moto della cosiddetta macchina del fango ai danni degli avversari si
mente in italia in materia economica bugie piccole e grandi dichiarazioni dei redditi infedeli ma anche operazioni finanziarie di grosso calibro
basate su dati fasulli perch� e da dove viene questa disposizione a mentire e perch� gli italiani si mostrano cos� tolleranti verso i
bugiardi si cerca nella storia della nostra cultura e dell educazione religiosa nella storia del cinema nelle canzoni e persino nei sondaggi
anch essi falsati dalla insopprimibile propensione a mentire persino sulle intenzioni di voto

2020 2019-12-13

building on key reactions presented in volume 1 synthetic methods in drug discovery volume 2 covers a range of important reaction types
including organometallic chemistry fluorination approaches and asymmetric methods as well as new and exciting areas such as csp2
csp3 couplings catalytic amide bond forming reactions hydrogen borrowing chemistry and methods to access novel motifs and monomers
this book provides both academic and industrial perspectives on key reactions giving the reader an excellent overview of the techniques
used in modern synthesis reaction types are conveniently framed in the context of their value to industry and the challenges and
limitations of methodologies are discussed with relevant illustrative examples moreover key opportunities in expanding chemical space
are presented including the increasingly important syntheses that introduce three dimensional molecular shape edited and authored by
leading scientists from both academia and industry this book will be a valuable reference for all chemists involved in drug discovery as
well as postgraduate students in medicinal chemistry

Advances in Fracture and Damage Mechanics XVIII 2013-11-07T00:00:00+01:00

the icarus brothers saga continues thrust into a life of wealth violence and murder the icarus brothers had to do the unthinkable at a
very young age but they are finally finding their way or are they luca never thought that love was in the cards for him but when he met
ayanna all that changed he wants her but the cost will be deadly ayanna selassie was forced to do something she never thought she
would now her life has changed forever in order to be together they must eliminate a threat but doing so caused a war that no one
anticipated and not everyone will survive will luca and ayanna overcome the odds find out in luca s retribution the next installment in



the icarus brothers series

Almanacco Guanda 2013 2016-07-15

this exciting book introduces readers to the life and career of basketball star luka doncic colorful spreads fun facts interesting
sidebars and a map of important places in his life make this a thrilling read for young sports fans

Urban Narratives: Exploring Identity, Heritage, and Sustainable Development in Cities
2022-02-28
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Synthetic Methods in Drug Discovery 2020-01-01

made in italy serves as a comprehensive and rigorous introduction to the history sociology and musicology of contemporary italian
popular music each essay written by a leading scholar of italian music covers the major figures styles and social contexts of pop music
in italy and provides adequate context so readers understand why the figure or genre under discussion is of lasting significance to
italian popular music the book first presents a general description of the history and background of popular music followed by essays
organized into thematic sections themes singer songwriters and stories

Luca's Retribution 2015-10-15

annual reports in medicinal chemistry provides timely and critical reviews of important topics in medicinal chemistry with an emphasis on
emerging topics in the biological sciences that are expected to provide the basis for entirely new future therapies reviews on hot topics
of interest in small molecule drug discovery heavily pursued by industrial research organizations provides preclinical information in the
context of chemical structures knowledgeable section editors who evaluate invited reviews for scientific rigor



Luka Doncic 2013-10-30

the first comprehensive overview charting the accountability of higher education as the price tag of higher education continues to rise
colleges and universities across the country are under increasing pressure to demonstrate their value graded on numerous metrics
including cost and ability to prepare students for the job market colleges must satisfy requirements from multiple stakeholders state
and federal governments demand greater accountability foundations and private donors as well as today s parents and students
approach education with a consumer sensibility how can colleges navigate these pressures while trying to stay true to their missions
and values in higher education accountability robert kelchen delivers the first comprehensive overview of how colleges in the united
states came to face such overwhelming scrutiny beginning with the earliest efforts to regulate schools kelchen reveals the rationale
behind accountability and outlines the historical development of how federal and state policies accreditation practices private sector
interests and internal requirements have become so important to institutional success and survival with so many diverse and
conflicting entities holding colleges responsible for their performance the variety of accountability systems in play can have both
intended and unintended consequences immersed as they are in current debates about how best to respond to these pressures faculty and
administrators will welcome this up to date and timely account which offers not only a look at current practices but also an
examination of the future of accountability in american higher education

����� 2014

Made in Italy 2014-09-24

Rutgers Computer & Technology Law Journal 2018-02-27

Annual Reports in Medicinal Chemistry



Higher Education Accountability
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